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Abstract 
Shoulder disorders are one of the most common problems in orthopedic 
patients. With the development of shoulder disease treatment methods 
and the invitation of new therapies, the need for a standard tool to 
assess shoulder function increases. One of these tools is a questionnaire 
that should have acceptable reliability and validity. Constant Score 
(CS) is one of the first shoulder scoring systems that has been used as 
the most common scoring system to assess shoulder disorders. This 
questionnaire was redeveloped in 2008 with a change in terms and 
methodology and is currently in use in many countries. Due to the lack 
of a Persian version, this questionnaire is used in inaccurate translation 
without any specific and standard instructions in Iran right now. As a 
result, this study provides a complete and standard translation of this 
questionnaire.
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Introduction
Shoulder disorders constitute one of orthopedic 
patients’ most common chief complaints. To assess 
the performance of shoulder joint and clinical 
functional evaluation, we need standard assessment 
tools with high validity and reliability, one of which 
is a questionnaire (1,2). Constant Score (CS) is one 
of the first and widely performed shoulder scoring 
systems which has been used by the European 
Society of Shoulder and Elbow Surgery (ESSE) 
and the magazine of shoulder and elbow surgery for 
research contexts and has been translated and adapted 
to different languages and cultures (3–5) However, 
the original transcript of this scale has been criticized 
due to the lack of standardization of methodology. 
Récourt and his team demonstrated that Constant 
Score has high validity but needs standardization 
which led to the republished in 2008 with terminology 
and methodology conversions (modified Constant 
Score) (4,6) In 2012, Blonna et al demonstrated that 
the modified questionnaire has high inter and intra-
observer reliability (7) Due to its importance and 
wide use, this questionnaire has been adapted many 
times to different languages and cultures (8–10). 
The constant score questionnaire consists of a self-
evaluation section of pain and function which is 
patient self-reported (4). 
According to the nonexistence of a Persian version, 
this questionnaire with inaccurate translation is 
currently used in Iran without any specific and 
standard instructions. As a result, the purpose of this 
study is to provide a standard and easy-to-use test 
protocol translation of this questionnaire into Persian 
with the recommendation guideline translation and 
cross-cultural adaption.

Materials and Methods
Persian version of CS questionnaire is composed of 
two sections, one simple questionnaire for patients and 
detailed instructions as a questionnaire supplement 
for the examiner (physician). 
Modified Constant Score (CS) questionnaire was 
translated and culturally assimilated according to 
the Guidelines for the Process of Cross-Cultural 
Adaptation of Self-Report Measures which is 
composed of six stages (11). 

Stage 1. The initial translation was done by two 

independent Persian translators who spoke Persian 
as their mother tongue. The first translator was an 
academically informed translator who had a thorough 
knowledge of the questioner’s setting (functional 
disability or neck and shoulder disorders). The second 
translator, who was known as a naive translator, was a 
native translator who was not aware of the academic 
points of view.
Stage 2. Synthesis of translation: both interpretations 
and the original questionnaire were discussed 
and analyzed in a meeting by translators and the 
researcher. A clarified united translation was created 
by pointing out the variances and undersupplies of 
each translation.
Stage 3. Backward translation: the unified translation 
was translated backward into English by two 
independent native English translators without any 
background knowledge of the primitive English 
version (preferably without any medical background). 
This revealed whether the translated transcript served 
the same content as the initial one. 
Stage 4. Expert committee: the creation of this 
advisory group is vital to the accomplishment 
of culturally diverse proportionality. A group 
consisting of researchers, methodologists, translators 
and orthopedic surgeons assessed all the records 
and interpretations (T1, T2, T12, BT1, BT2) and 
analyzed divergences. Subsequent to discussing the 
irregularities and making the social changes an assent 
closed form of the survey was supported. The expert 
committee made decisions in four areas:
Semantic Equivalence: Do the words mean exactly 
the same thing? Are there numerous implications for 
a given thing? Are there linguistic hardships in the 
interpretation?
Idiomatic Equivalence: Idioms are difficult to 
translate. The council might need to plan a comparable 
articulation in the objective rendition.
Experiential Equivalence: Things that are experienced 
in a day-to-day life; though, often in a different country, 
a task may simply not be experienced. The poll item 
would need to be supplanted by a comparative thing 
that is as a matter of fact experienced in the objective 
culture. 
Conceptual Equivalence: words may have diverse 
conceptual meanings among cultures.
The interpreters ought to likewise ensure that the final 
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questionnaire would be implicated by a 12-year-old 
(roughly a Grade 6 level of reading).
Stage 5. Test of the Pre-Final Version: people filled 
in personal information and the questionnaire. They 
were interviewed to describe the meaning they 
acknowledged by each question and the answers.
Stage 6. Submission of documents to the developers: 
all forms and translations were submitted to keep a 
track of all the records.
 
Statistical methods
The statistical analysis was carried out with the 
assistance of SPSS 22 (IBM Corp., Armonk, New 
York, USA) for Windows. A p-value of less than 0.05 
was deemed statistically significant.
Interclass correlation (ICC) and standard error of 
measurement (SEM) were used to evaluate the Persian 
CS scale’s test-retest reliability. The ICC measurement 
ranges from 1 (completely reliable) to 0 (completely 
unreliable); in addition, alpha Cronbach’s coefficient 
was used for measured internal consistency’s scale 
including function and pain in CS questionnaire. This 
coefficient shows how the inquiries of the examiner 
are connected. The acceptable value for ICC and 
alpha Cronbach’s were determined 0.7. 
To obtain demographic characteristics (descriptive 
data), mean, standard deviation, frequency and 
percentage were used.

Results 
The study revealed that there were no paramount 
contradictions in the translation and only some 
minor modifications were applied due to lingual and 
cultural diversities. In the modified instruction, we 
used a visual analog scale with a sliding command 
to evaluate the elements of pain and daily activities, 
but it has not been commercialized and is not 
available for clinical means. Instead, we chose a 15-
item pictorial scale on paper for pain and activities 
which were self-administered to calculate the score. 
Content validity was used to determine the validity of 
this questionnaire. The content Validity Ratio (CVR) 
and Content Validity Index (CVI) were utilized to 
determine the clarity, simplicity and correlation of 
each question. All the questions of the questionnaire 
were approved by 10 orthopedic surgeons.
 In the present study, 84 patients with shoulder 

disabilities were studied with an average age of 
52.42±15.2, and their demographic characteristics are 
revealed in table 1.
Cronbach’s alpha was used to measure the internal 
consistency of the data after corrections, this index for 
the entire questionnaire, which includes 10 questions, 
is 0.811 and shows the appropriate and acceptable 
consistency of the questions (Table 2). 30 patients with 
shoulder disability were observed after 24 hr of no 
treatments for test-retest. The Intraclass Correlations 
Coefficient for the questionnaire was 0.962. 
Statistical analysis showed acceptable reliability 
for the questionnaire (Table 3). ICC calculation 
for the questionnaire (n=84) and Cronbach’s alpha 
coefficient was equal to 0.97 (Table 4).

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the patients (n=84)

Mean
52.42±15.2

Number
(percent)Age

41 (48.8)Men
Sex

43 (51.2)Female

79 (94)Right
Hand

5 (6)Left

28 (33.3)Frozen shoulder

Diagnosis 41 (48.8)Rotator cuff tears

15 (17.9)Bankart

23 (27.4)Left
Severity

61 (72.6)Right

Table 2. Cronbach’s alpha value of the questionnaire (n=84)
Cronbach’s 

AlphaMeanStd. deviationQuestion

0.8116.602.281

0.600.832

2.610.633

2.450.644

6.572.165

5.612.026

5.921.827

5.472.388

5.212.039

4.712.8010
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Table 3. The Intraclass Correlations Coefficient for the 
questionnaire

pRQuestion

p<0.0010.7921

p<0.0010.9572

p<0.0010.8863

p<0.0010.7014

p<0.0010.8805

p<0.0010.8616

p<0.0010.7987

p<0.0010.9318

p<0.0010.9529

p<0.0010.89410

p<0.0010.962

Table 4. ICC calculation for the questionnaire (n=84)

ICCUpper boundLower boundCronbach’s AlphaMean±SD

0.970
0.9810.9540.97945.8107±11.6TEST1

43.7440±10.6TEST2

Discussion
The CS is a popular tool for determining the 
shoulder’s functional status. The ESSSE suggested 
it as a way to compare shoulder function before 
and after treatment as an outcome measure. Such an 
index should be founded on well-designed reliability 
in order to be useful. There has been a lot of room 
for interpretation in the Constant score due to the 
vague language and poorly defined methods. Blonna 
et al demonstrated in 2012 that the Constant Score 
has high validity but requires standardization, 
which resulted in its republishing in 2008 with new 
terminology and methodology (modified Constant 
Score) demonstrating that the modified questionnaire 
was highly reliable both within and between 
observers (7). The current study is a standardized 
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Persian translation of the CS score with both cultural 
and lingual adaptations. This procedure only showed 
minor dissimilarities in phrasing and perception and 
the pre-test conveyed both patients’ and specialists’ 
approval of the content of the translation. However, 
cognitive revision patients were only a minimal 
group with shoulder disabilities which was not totally 
concordant with the target population which aimed 
at all sorts of shoulder problems. Some shortcomings 
of the standardized CS score were confirmed in the 
conclusion of the study. However, CS score has 
been broadly supported and ought to be utilized 
until a more solid and substantial examiner could be 
accessible, and at the moment, it is thought to be the 
best score for evaluating overall shoulder function. 
Due to the possibility that it is irrelevant or that 

there are limitations in some instances, it is unclear 
whether CS applies to all shoulder disabilities. Before 
putting the standardized test protocol into widespread 
clinical use, it is advised to demonstrate its validity in 
all subgroups of shoulder disabilities.

Conclusion
The CS questionnaire was successfully adapted to 
Persian culture (Supplementary 1), with specific 
definitions for each term. It is proposed to involve our 
standardized Persian questionnaire for Iranian and 
Persian-speaking patients with shoulder disorders.
Also, a form for physicians was created, which can be 
used to check patients’ forms more easily and quickly 
(Supplementary 2).
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